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Dear Mr Stewart

NOTICE BY THE SCOTTISH MINISTERS UNDER SECTION 37(17) OF THE LAND
REFORM (SCOTLAND) ACT 2003: DECISION ON THE APPLICATION BY
SOUTH COWAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY IN LAND INCLUDING
A 'B' GRADE LISTED MANSION HOUSE (CASTLE TOWARD), 2 COTTAGES
AND A GATE LODGE, SURROUNDED BY 142.7 ACRES OF WOODLAND AND
PARKLAND .AND 2 SMALLER AREAS (PART OF 2 CHINESE LAKES)
CONTAINING A PRIVATE WATER SUPPLY, ON THE TIP OF THE COWAL
PENINSULA, ARGYLL & BUTE

Case Number: CB00166

Notice under section 37(17) of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 ("the Act" is
enclosed.

The Scottish Ministers have considered the application by South Cowal Community
Development Company, to register an interest inland including a 'B' grade listed
mansion house (Castle Toward), 2 cottagesand a gate lodge, surrounded by 142.7
acres of woodland and parkland and 2 smaller areas (part of 2 Chinese lakes)
containing a private water supply, on the tipof the Cowal Peninsula, Argyll & Bute.
Scottish Ministers have decided that the interest should be entered in the Register of
Community Interests in Land.
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The enclosed Notice sets out the reasons for the Scottish Ministers' decision. Your
attention is drawn to the notes contained in the Notice which provide information
about the effect of registration and on rights of appeal against the decision by
Scottish Ministers.

In accordance with section 37(17) of the Act, a copy of this letter is being to the
landowners, Argyll and Bute Council, Kilmory, Lochgilphead, Argyll PA31 aRT, and
to the Keeper of the Register of Community Interests in Land.

Yours sincerely

Colin Gray
On behalf of Scottish Ministers
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Notice by the Scottish Ministers under section 37(17) of the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003

The Scottish Ministers have considered the application by South Cowal Community
Development Company to register a community interest in land including a 'B' grade
listed mansion house (Castle Toward), 2 cottages and a gate lodge, surrounded by
142.7 acres of woodland and parkland and 2 smaller areas (part of 2 Chinese lakes)
containing a private water supply, on the tip of the Cowal Peninsula, Argyll & Bute, in
terms of Part 2 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 ("the Act"). They have
decided that the interest should be entered in the Register of Community Interests in
Land for the following reasons:

• SCCDC is a community company limited by guarantee and its Memorandum
& Articles of Association meet the requirements of section 34(1 )(a) to (h) of
the Act. It is therefore a "community body" in terms of section 34 of the Act.

• Section 34(4) of the Act requires Ministers to be satisfied that the main
purpose of the body is consistent with furthering the achievement of
sustainable development. Scottish Ministers are satisfied that such provision
is made in Article 4 of the company's Memorandum & Articles of Association.

• The land is registrable land and not "excluded land" within the meaning of
section 33(2) of the Act. This meets the requirements of section 38(1 )(a) of
the Act.

• As the land is wholly located within the defined community, it is our view that
the criterion in section 38(1)(b)(i) of the Act (that a significant number of
members of the community defined under section 34(1 )(a) of the Act have a
substantial connection with the land has been met. The criterion in section
38(1)(b)(ii) of the Act (that the land is sufficiently near to land with which those
members of the community have a substantial connection) does not apply in
this case.

• The Scottish Ministers are satisfied that the provisions of section 38(1)(c) of
the Act do not apply in relation to this application as no salmon fishings or
mineral rights are involved.

• Sections 38(1)(d) and 38(2) of the Act set out.the level of support required for
registration. SCCDC indicates that, signatories to a petition list, 261 persons
within the defined community, representing 20% of the 1,300 residents and
entitled to vote at a local government election, support the application. After
scrutinising the petition list against the extract of the Electoral Register
supplied by SCCDC, we were able to identify 257 out of the 261 names, which
equates to 19.7% of the eligible voters in the community area. Scottish
Ministers are satisfied that the level of support meets the requirements of
sections 38(1)(d) and 38(2) of the Act, i.e. the requirement of a minimum of
10% support has been met.
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• Section 38(1)(e) of the Act makes provision that registration should be in the
public interest. This is addressed in SCCDC's responses in Q.14 to Q.18 in
Part B of the application form. SCCDC believes that the public interest
criterion is met because:

• On how SCCDC's proposals are compatible with furthering the achievement
of the sustainable development of the land, SCCDC suggests that the
development plans for the Mansion House will include the repair and
refurbishment of the Mansion House. Improvements will focus on higher
energy efficiency and improved systems - the installation of biomass heating
systems to replace outdated oil-fired equipment; significantly improved
plumbing and drainage; replacement of the electrical distribution boards and
wiring; installation of high-specification electronic and wireless systems for
business and media. SCCDC suggests that the introduction of disabled
access and the scrutiny and installation of all other public access and safety
regulations will be incorporated, to render the Mansion house entirely
compliant for general public use.

• SCCDC believes that in the past, the Mansion could accommodate up to 100
children in dormitories for education. programmes. SCCDC suggests that it
anticipates that after refurbishment, the house and grounds will offer superb
facilities for weddings, corporate conferences, educational and personal
development courses, courses for the joint Armed Services, all on a hiring,
income generating basis. SCCDC suggests that the community ceilidhs,
nativity plays, weddings and other social celebrations will all once again be
given the opportunity to take place. It suggests that all such events and
courses could offer full over-night residential accommodation with
restaurant/dining facilities for some 50 guests, or more, with the inclusion of
the refurbished gatehouse and cottages.

• SCCDC considers that the Mansion would also serve the community well for
business meetings and community gatherings. SCCDC suggests that office
space will be created for local business use.

• Walled gardens - SCCDC believes that the walled gardens are historically
interesting, from an architectural and planting perspective and that their
history should be researched and some restoration considered. SCCDC
suggests that students of horticulture, arboreal studies and landscape
architecture could be involved in the restoration. It suggests that the smaller
walled garden could offer a unique outdoor venue for concerts/operas/theatre
(Shakespeare/Burns).

• SCCDC suggests that space in the grounds, potentially in the mansion's
historic kitchen garden, should be converted to allotments, providing an
important new and highly sought after resource to members of the community.

• SCCDC considers that there is the potential for a tea room/bistro within the
walled gardens by converting the conservatory in the southern garden.

• Sports facilities - SCCDC considers that working in partnership with local
sport clubs, it anticipates developing and improving the existing sports fields
within the Castle Toward Estate and providing assistance to these sports
clubs for building a clubhouse. SCCDC suggests that local cricket, shinty and
rugby teams have all expressed interest in these facilities, and there is scope
to expand into athletics, thereby offering facilities to organisations from within
the community and beyond. SCCDC considers that The Commonwealth
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Games in 2014 in Glasgow offers opportunities for legacy programmes at
Castle Toward.

• External buildings - SCCDC suggests that further estate buildings (including
the gatehouse, east and west cottages and buildings associated with the
walled gardens) will be renovated and modernised, to include rewiring,
replacement of existing plumbing and the installation of biomass heating.
o Gatehouse - SCCDC suggests that Toward Castle is the historic seat of

the Clan Lamont chiefs. It considers that in partnership and with the
support of the Clan Lamont Society, it intends to develop a Clan Lamont
interpretation and visitor centre within the Gate House complex, to provide
a hub for visitors to the ancient castle ruins, as well as the whole estate
and the wider area. SCCDC suggests that in addition there are disused
workshop and garages in the gatehouse complex that will be renovated to
form craft workshops for rent to micro businesses, creating employment
opportunities.

o Cottages - SCCDC suggests that these buildings are to be used as holiday
accommodation or as staff quarters for estate employees.

o Walled Garden building - SCCDC considers that there is potential for
conversion to a tea room/bistro, using product grown in the garden itself.

o Toward Castle - SCCDC considers that taking guidance from Historic
Scotland, the site will be preserved and information provided for visitors,
using educational boards containing archaeological and historical
information.

• The landscape - SCCDC considers that in addition to safeguarding the
important landscape and garden features, the community will enjoy access
and use of the grounds. It believes that this will be enhanced by the
development of walks and cycle paths, picnic sites and woodland adventure
areas. It considers that by making the estate available to the widest possible
number of people, whilst maximising access to its biodiversity and wildlife, an
augmented amenity value will be assured to the greater public. SCCDC also
considers that the Cowalfest and Community Festivals will enhance the
relationship between the people and the land. SCCDC suggests that
relationships will be forged with organisations such as The Royal Botanic
Garden, Forestry Commission and other appropriately expert bodies, to
ensure the proper restoration and management of the existing and historic
woodland and planting.

• SCCDC suggests that areas of the grounds will be set aside for use for Forest
Schools, for horticultural and environmental education.

• SCCDC suggests that a feasibility study will be commissioned relating to use
of estate grounds for micro generation. It considers that there is potential for
sensitive development of hydro, using the streams that run through the
grounds and wind or solar power generation. It considers that the aim will be
to achieve self-sufficiency in sustainable energy for the Estate, with further
income potential in the sale of surplus energy to the national grid.

• SCCDC considers that the land currently leased for grazing will continue with
the existing lessee and that fencing and soil quality on the estate will be
improved and maintained, to ensure proper stock control and safety with
maximum potential for further animal husbandry.

• SCCDC considers that the maritime heritage of the Mansion House will
continue to be. fostered through the benefit of ownership of the land and
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extensive shoreline to the south. It also considers that the existing
relationship with Toward Sailing Club will be enhanced, giving visitors to the
estate access to sailing, kayaking and other water sports. It suggests that
Toward Sailing Club is a recognised point on a regional kayak route.

• On the compatibility of SCCDC's development proposals with furthering the
achievement of sustainable development of the community, and how these
proposals will offer increasing environmental, social and economic advantage
to that community, SCCDC considers that the ownership of Castle Toward by
the community would provide substantial social and economic advantage to
the community of South Cowal. In particular:

• SCCDC considers that the development of the main business of the Estate as
a community company concern, will provide more and better quality jobs, as
will other indicatives such as the market garden (National Outcomes I and 2).

• SCCDC considers that the ownership of the Estate by the community will
include initiatives that link with government strategic objectives and meet the
outcome targets of statutory agencies. For instance Health and Wellbeing
and other targets will be met through the development of healthy food
initiatives, allotments, walking and other exercise opportunities (green gym)
(Outcomes 6, 8 and 12).

• SCCDC considers that the highly regarded reputation of the education facility
will be enhanced, along with the profile of Cowal, Argyll, and Scotland both
nationally and internationally. SCCDC considers that it is anticipated this will
attract increased tourism to Cowal and also to Scotland (National Outcomes I,
2 and 12).

• SCCDC considers that the partnership between the community and the Estate
will uniquely ensure access for the community to the whole Estate (National
Outcome 11).

• SCCDC considers that the creation of a cultural education centre and the
facilities of the estate that the local community currently enjoy will be a key
focus for local identity and community cohesion. SCCDC suggests that its
development will be a source of local pride and offer increasing involvement in
what will be the only large scale community asset in the South Cowal area
(National Outcomes 10 and 13).

• For the Mansion house, SCCDC considers that the environmental benefits are
its repair and refurbishment and improvement of the facilities by replacement
of plumbing, installation of biomass heating systems to replace oil,
replacement of the electrical distribution boards and wiring with installation of
high-tech facilities and electronic communications. The introduction of
disabled access and other public safety considerations will render the house
compliant for general public use for the next generation.

• SCCDC considers that the social benefits are opportunities for training in
hospitality, in artisan and traditional craft construction and joinery/carpentry,
for those restoring and managing the house and estate. SCCDC considers
that interaction between different social ages make up - those with knowledge
of the past life of the estate may pass such awareness to the younger
generation. It also considers that there will be hugely increased and varied
employment opportunities. It further considers that past participants can
highlight through personal anecdotes the development and unique value of
the benefits for those attending the educational facilities.
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• SCCDC considers that the opportunity for the greatly varied potential users of
the estate (see Q18) will offer previously untested rewards through
relationships across different disciplines for future user groups. It also
considers that use of the facility by educational or corporate groups will
encourage social interaction by those people using the facility.

• For the Mansion House, SCCDC considers that the economic benefits are
that income will be gained from rental of areas of the mansion as per question
14. It considers that this glorious estate offers a rare environment for
conferences and other business and office-based customer income. It
believes that such increased activity and footfall into South Cowal will ensure
the benefit of enhanced use of other retail and hospitality facilities in the local
community. SCCDC considers that the creation of jobs in relation to the
mansion will increase the spending in local businesses, and these businesses
will in turn benefit by providing services to the Mansion, safe guarding their
future.

• For the Walled Gardens and some grounds, SCCDC considers that the
environmental benefits are: regeneration of horticulturally important facilities
which over recent years have fallen into a state of disrepair will be
regenerated. It suggests that cultivation and production of organic foods will
be used in the Mansion and tea room and that the market garden surplus will
be sold locally, thereby reducing food miles. SCCDC suggests that allotments
will produce food locally, cutting C02 emissions by reducing food miles, and
bringing land back into use.

• For the Walled Gardens and some grounds, SCCDC considers that the social
benefits are: there will be opportunities for use by individuals/groups from the
locality as allotments in the larger walled garden. SCCDC suggests that
concerts, opera, theatre and other cultural events will take place in the smaller
walled garden. SCCDC considers that there will be a transfer of skills to
younger people and suggests that educational provider groups would be able
to give training in gardening to all social groups.

• For the Walled Gardens and some grounds, SCCDC considers that the
economic benefits are: that there will be facilities provided that are currently
unavailable locally. SCCDC considers that the creation of a tea room/bistro
will create jobs and attract visitors. SCCDC suggests that there will be rental
income from allotments with the possibility of the sale of surplus produce from
them to the Mansion house.

• For the sports facilities, SCCDC considers that the environmental benefits are:
the maintaining and carrying out of land improvements to the sports fields.

• For the sports facilities, SCCDC considers that the social benefits are: health
and wellbeing. It considers that there will be interaction between different
social ages/make up. It suggests that learning opportunities for those
interested in taking up sporting activities will also be provided. SCCDC
considers that the social aspect of a club using the sports facilities and all the
other interlinked benefits of social clubs will add to the social benefits of the
proposals.

• For the sports facilities, SCCDC considers that the economic benefits are: that
competitors visiting to participate in sporting activities could spend in the local
community. SCCDC suggests that sponsorship opportunities are possible for
specific marquee-focused events.
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• For the external buildings, SCCDC considers that the environmental benefits
are: the renovation of cottages and gate houses to bring them back to a
useable condition, with the creation of disabled access and other disability
improvements. It suggests that the use of efficient environmental biomass
heating will replace fuel oil heating and that the workshops and garages will
be converted to form craft workshop units.

• For the external buildings, SCCDC considers that the social benefits are: the
creation of facilities and services will bring visitors to the area and that there
will be social interaction with the local community from those visitors. SCCDC
also considers that the creation of tea room/bistro and visitor centre will form a
social hub for local people. SCCDC considers that craft workshops will attract
additional visitors and create jobs. It suggests that the visitor centre will be
available for use by educational providers to show the rich and varied history
of the area.

• For the external buildings, SCCDC considers that the economic benefits are:
the revenue benefit to the estate and wider economy from tourism. It
suggests that there will be job creation during renovation and the longer term
as well as job and self-employment opportunities in craft workshops, visitor
centre, tea room, building and ground maintenance. SCCDC suggests that
there will be rental income from craft units and accommodation lets and other
commercial units. SCCDC also suggests that there will be new people
entering the area and retention of local people as a result of enhanced
employment opportunities created.

• For the Toward Castle, SCCDCconsiders that the environmental benefits are:
that the community body will safeguard a nationally and historically significant
landmark building.

• For the Toward Castle, SCCDC considers that the social benefits are: the
creation of a focal point for visitors to the area, education of both visitors and
local people in the estate's history and culture, and safeguarding a nationally
and historically significant landmark building.

• For the Toward Castle, SCCDC considers that the economic benefits are: that
the creation of a visitor centre to help market the historic link to the Castle, will
attract international tourists and history academics and social researchers
(SCCDC suggests that the Clan Lamont Society has unbreakable links with
Toward Castle). SCCDC suggests that there will be the creation of jobs for
the centre and for site maintenance. It considers that increased visitors will
benefit the area and the wider community economically.

• For the landscape, SCCDC considers that the environmental benefits are: the
safeguarding and restoring the garden and designed landscape (Annex H).
SCCDC proposes that there will be removal of invasive species such as
Rhododendron Ponticum and Japanese Knotweed. It suggests that it will
investigate eco-power generation to reduce current carbon footprint of the
estate and reliance on fossil fuels and that it will manage the woodlands,
paths and other grounds to best effect.

• For the landscape, SCCDC considers that the social benefits are: the creation
of an environment attracting visitors and locals. SCCDC suggests that there
will be facilities to suit all age groups, for example woodland paths, forest
schools etc. SCCDC considers that education of people in the outdoor
environment will improve the health and wellbeing of people, by encouraging
them to be active.
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• For the landscape, SCCDC considers that the economic benefits are: that
employment and training opportunities in gardening, ground and building
maintenance will be provided. SCCDC considers that eco generation from
the solar, wind, hydro and biomass will reduce overheads and earn income to
be re-invested in the estate and community. SCCDC considers that by
maintaining relations with the sailing club, this will keep users using the sailing
club and adjacent land, and therefore spend in the local economy.

• On whether the amount of land being acquired sufficient to further the
achievement of the sustainable development of the community, SCCDC
considers that the area of the Estate is of sufficient size and the assets are of
a nature to support the vision of creating a centre of cultural and educational
excellence. SCCDC considers that through enhanced sports facilities, market
garden/allotments and potentially power generation, any income realised can
be invested in the development and improvement of other amenities. SCCDC
considers that the estate as a whole is of sufficient size to serve as an
attractive destination for outdoor, horticultural and wildlife tourism and to allow
both amenity based activities and the active management of the estate.

• On the expected impact on any neighbouring communities and on the wider
community, SCCDC suggests that the community of South Cowal, excluding
Dunoon, lies at the southern end of the Cowal peninsula. SCCDC believes
that Dunoon and the northern Cowal would benefit significantly from the
proposals in connection with the Castle Toward Estate. It suggests that
Castle Toward has acted as an excellent centre for residential and outdoor
education for many years and many generations of schoolchildren from the
west and central Scotland in particular have greatly benefited from these
facilities. SCCDC suggests that its proposals will develop this facility for
future generations providing benefit far beyond South Cowal. SCCDC
considers that the South Cowal community itself, whose population and future
generations will continue to benefit from existing educational facilities, will
gain further from the proposed additional/improved facilities such as sports,
allotments, nature walks and cycle paths, and will profit from the enhanced
access to the grounds, the enhanced sport facilities, and the opportunity for
market garden/allotments. SCCDC considers that it is envisaged that the
Toward Estate will become a hub for social and community life for South
Cowal and its neighbouring communities by providing facilities and
opportunities currently in short supply on the Cowal Peninsula. SCCDC
considers that it anticipates that these proposals will have no impact on the
village hall due to the limited facilities available in the hall.

• SCCDC considers that it anticipates that the community body will consult with
educational suppliers from neighbouring and distant communities, ensuring it
works in tandem with, rather than opposition to, these suppliers. Similarly,
SCCDC suggests that local and regional businesses will be consulted with a
view to creating mutually beneficial business opportunities.

• SCCDC suggests that during the development phase of the project, it is
hoped to consult with similar community bodies and learn from them their
experiences, equally to pass on their experience to future community
ownership projects should SCCDC be successful.

• SCCDC suggests that Castle Toward is a large estate with little development
surrounding it and there is unlikely to be any negative impact on neighbouring
communities arising from the suggested proposals of the community body as
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SCCDC is providing facilities (see Question 14) not currently available in the
local and wider community and can use and enjoy them.

• Specifically, on public interest, SCCDC believes its proposals are in the public
interest. This is evidenced by: letters of support from local community groups,
including sports, recreational and family groups, individuals and the local
authority have been submitted and are attached (Annex F). SCCDC believes
that they offer tangible endorsement of the extent and variety of the
community's interest in, and its use of the Castle Toward Estate.

• SCCDC considers that the prospect of the South Cowal community's
acquisition and management of this significant and historically important asset
has already enhanced local social cohesion with a united sense of purpose
and enthusiasm, which will increase as the project progresses. SCCDC
considers that the potential generation of much-needed employment
opportunities for local people and thereafter, an uplift of the currently
depressed local economy, is engendering a sense of optimism and reward. It
believes that the anticipation of such ownership has further inspired creative
thinking for cultural and life-enhancing programmes for the people of South
Cowal, for the West of Scotland and the potentially, for the wider world.

• SCCDC considers that the envisaged danger of this change of ownership
failing is the decline and ultimate dereliction of the whole Castle Toward
Estate and its buildings and structures. It believes that these plans will
preserve these historic buildings for future generations.

• SCCDC suggests that following the withdrawal of a private purchaser for the
estate earlier in 2013, and the closure of the outdoor education centre with the
loss of 17 jobs, the strongly locally supported initiative by the South Cowal
Community to take on the ownership and responsibility for the Castle Toward
Estate has been given a fair wind by its present owners, Argyll & Bute
Council. SCCDC considers that this proposal will create both direct and
indirect employment.

• SCCDC suggests that South Cowal has a depressed local economy
characterised by closures of local shops, hotels and tea rooms. It considers
that Estate ownership will offer opportunities to sustain the remaining
resources and to foster the development of new retail and hospitality
initiatives (National outcomes 2 and 10).

• SCCDC considers that without improvements in the area, there could be
continued population decline of the area to a more detrimental impact than the
current experience, and the proposals will help revise the decline by creating
employment opportunities, increasing visitor numbers and creating a local hub
for the area and will help stem the loss of revenue from the local community.

• SCCDC suggests that a strategy and feasibility plan will be written to support
the application of the South Cowal Community for ownership. It suggests that
the house itself appears to be of solid foundation, and in reasonable structural
health. However, it considers that the estate will require major investment to
restore this historically important and handsome house and its attached and
outlying buildings and gardens. SCCDC believes that it is desired that justice
will be done to its dramatic and beautiful surroundings for the benefit of the
community, for Scotland and for the wider world.

• SCCDC considers that support and help will be sought to raise a substantial
capital sum - the financial requirement still to be confirmed - for executive
management costs, for the initial works to the estate and the change of
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ownership, for the establishment of a philanthropic, cultural, charitable,
educational programme for the people of South Cowal, for the West and the
rest of Scotland.

In considering the issue of public interest at section 38(1)(e) of the Act, it is for the
community body to satisfy the Scottish Ministers that it is in the public interest to
register the application. There are reasonable grounds for Ministers to refuse an
application if they are not satisfied on the balance of public interest considerations.

On 25 November 2013, Ministers wrote to the landowners, Argyll and Bute Council
(by recorded delivery), inviting them to provide comments on the application by 16
December 2013. Views were received from the Mr Cleland Sneddon, Executive
Director of Community Services, Argyll and Bute Council, Kilmory, Lochgilphead,
Argyll PA31 8RT, on 11 December 2013. On 12 December 2013, these comments
were forwarded (by recorded delivery) to SCCDC for comment. SCCDC had until
2 January 2014 to provide comments and comments were received on 31 December
2013. There are no heritable creditors in this case.

From the information provided, it is Scottish Ministers view that:
• Ministers note that Argyll & Bute Council is supportive of SCCDC's application

to register a community interest inland that includes the Castle Toward
mansion, and that Argyll & Bute Council will support SCCDC in taking forward
its proposals should Ministers decide to grant the application for registration.

• On SCCDC's plans for the sustainable development of the land, SCCDC will
indeed have an opportunity to develop and work up its plans for the registered
land when Argyll & Bute Council decides to market that land, in order to meet
the criteria that what the community body proposes to do with the land is
compatible with furthering the achievement of sustainable development.

The Act provides opportunities for rural communities to take control of and develop
land with which the local community has a connection. Ministers believe that, if
successfully delivered, SCCDC's proposals should contribute positively to the
sustainable development of the land and the local community of South Cowal
through the provision of new services and facilities, environmental improvements,
and the promotion of the general and economic well-being of the community.
Approving this application could provide an opportunity for SCCDC to address the
aspirations of the local community thereby delivering the intentions of the legislation.
Consequently, Ministers are satisfied that this application meets. the public interest
criterion in section 38(1)(e) of the Act.

As the Scottish Ministers are satisfied in all the circumstances that the requirements
of section 38(1) of the Act are met, they have decided that the community interest in
the land should be entered into the Register of Community Interests in Land.

NOTES

Where a community interest in land is registered or where that interest has been re-
registered, the owner of the land and any creditor in a standard security having right
to sell the land, is prohibited from transferring the land, or any part of it, or from
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taking any action with a view to transferring it. The exemptions to these prohibitions
are contained in section 40(4) of the Act.

A community body or an owner of land may, by virtue of section 61 (1) or (2) of the
Act, appeal by summary application to the sheriff against a decision by Scottish
Ministers to register or refuse to register/re-register an interest in land.

A person who is a member of the community, as defined in section 34(5) of the Act,
or who has an interest in the land giving rise to a right which is legally enforceable by
that person may, by virtue of section 61 (3) of the Act, appeal by summary application
to the sheriff against a decision to register/re-register an interest in land.

Where the owner of the land, in respect of which a community interest is registered,
proposes to transfer that land, the owner shall notify the community body and
Scottish Ministers in the prescribed form, under section 48(1) and regulation 5 of the
Community Right to Buy (Prescribed Form of Application and Notices) (Scotland)
Regulations 2009.
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